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OCT. 4th FEMA Emergency Alert 
Test: Plandemic 2.0 Trigger, Super Psyop, 

Dangerous Black Op, Or All 3 
Posted on September 28, 2023 by State of the Nation 

 

 

 

Absolutely Do NOT Participate…… 
Turn Off ALL Devices…… 
Unplug ALL Computers….. 
And Disconnect ALL Information Technology From WiFi—FOR REAL!!!  

 
Submitted by A Veteran Cyber Crackerjack 
SOTN Exclusive 

 
“Who is not aware by now that the U.S. Federal Government is nothing but a global 
international crime syndicate that terrorizes the world community of nations via its 
worldwide war machine and terrorist network as well as tyrannizes its own citizenry via 
an institutionalized cultural marxist agenda implemented by the firmly entrenched 
communist/fascist Uniparty?” 

 
Now, please re-read the previous quote very closely to fully comprehend what the 
American people, as well as the entire world community of nations, is now dealing 
with—24/7. 
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No, it’s not a pretty picture at all, but it is the grim reality which every American must 
face up to sooner or later.  Or, they ignore it at their great peril. 
Which bring us to this: 
PATRIOT ALERT: The Oct. 1st U.S. Government Shutdown followed by a FEMA 
Emergency Alert 
Test on Oct. 4 is no coincidence! 
 
In light of the established fact that the U.S. Federal Government has been morphed into 
the extremely malevolent and dangerous US Corporation, which now operates 
completely outside of the U.S. Constitution, the American people must beware of any 
and every major move the BEAST makes. 
 
The COVID-19 Plandemic biowar and weaponized Covid ‘vaccine’ programs proved — 
BEYOND A SHADOW OF A DOUBT — that the US government working in collusion 
with Corporate America will commit casually genocide, wantonly injure and harm, lie 
and cover up, cheat and steal, deceive and betray, defraud and dupe, etc. 
 
Therefore, there can be ONLY one conclusion about the October. 4th FEMA 
Emergency Alert Test scheduled for the 2:00 to 3:00 PM time slot as shown below: 

 
 
SOURCE: https://www.fema.gov/press-release/20230803/fema-and-fcc-plan-
nationwide-emergency-alert-test-oct-4-2023 
Given the extraordinary degree of pernicious scheming by the US government against 
the citizenry over many decades, and especially since the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, 
the well-concealed Shadow Government that actually runs the United States has 
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repeatedly demonstrated there is nothing they will not perpetrate to forever destroy the 
American Republic. 
 
And, YES!, the genocidal perps will even carry out a crazy scheme like this: 

 
On September 29, a livestream symposium of attorneys, physicians and other experts 
will discuss the dangers of FEMA’s October 4 Emergency Alert Test and other issues 
related to 5G. 
 
“We will present overwhelming evidence that signals from cell phone towers are not 
only capable of causing grievous bodily harm, but are designed to do so,” said attorney 
Todd Callender, a symposium speaker. “For example, these signals could create a viral 
hemorrhagic fever outbreak designed to force Americans into quarantine centers and 
into compulsory experimental ‘vaccines.’” 
(Source: SOS! October 4 FEMA emergency alert test is ‘criminal battery,’ experts say) 

 
What’s the critical point of this extreme warning? 
Given what has taken place in the nation’s capital (and Capitol) thus far throughout 
2023, it ought to be clear that the communist-run Democrat Party is in BIG trouble. 
The non-stop hearings have revealed a level of naked criminality and brazen corruption 
at every level of the Executive Branch never seen or heard by the body politic.  And, the 
radioactive revelations and bombshell disclosures just keep on coming … and getting 
more damning by the day. 
 
Obviously, this does not bode well for the Democrat’s prospects for the 2024 
elections—ALL ELECTIONS, NOT JUST POTUS. 
 
Which means the desperate DEMs need to do something very bold and brazen, 
reckless and scandalous to radically change the Internet conversation that’s killing them 
every second now, particularly on social media.  In short, they the ultimate game-
changer—a real “shock and awe” game-changer! 
 
Well, Plandemic 1.0 worked like a charm in so many ways, so why would they not 
execute according to that same playbook.  If Joe Biden can outright steal one election in 
the midst of a wholly manmade and transparently manufactured pandemic, why can’t he 
steal another one. 
 
Of course, “Old Joe” may very likely not make it to Election Day; nor will his rapidly 
deteriorating doppelgänger.  Hence, the purposefully generated chaos, confusion and 
conflict of a Plandemic 2.0 would also serve to, say, get Big Mike elected in his stead. 

 
Obama Insider: BIG MIKE Is Preparing to Enter the 2024 Race 

 
Conclusion 
As a long-time cyber-security specialist, I can say with absolute certainty that hidden 
government IT infrastructure, which has been secretly built over several years, can be 
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used by ill-intentioned perps during the upcoming Emergency Alert Test to produce 
exceedingly detrimental effects. 
 
In point of fact, the NWO-directed technicians, who really control this highly advanced 
and sophisticated technology, can do things with it that would absolutely BLOW YOUR 
MIND—both figuratively and literally!!! 
 
Part II of this exposé will concern itself with the technical arcana and truly precarious 
tech state of affairs that currently exists, especially for all smartphone users.  Here’s a 
sneak preview: Is the Oct. 4th FEMA really a testing of their “Quinary Weapon 
System”?! 
 
That follow-up will also explain, where it concerns Oct.4th, why you will want to: 
Absolutely NOT Participate…… 
Turn Off ALL Devices…… 
Unplug ALL Computers….. 
And Disconnect ALL Information 
Technology From WiFi….. 
From 2:00 to 3:00 PM ET 
On Wednesday, October 4th. 

 
KEY POINT: You won’t know what they’re really doing with the 
triggering frequencies on Oct. 4th by anything that happens…so 
you don’t want to expose yourselves to them—DO YOU?!?!?! 

 
A Veteran Cyber Crackerjack 
State of the Nation 
September 28, 2023 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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